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Adventure Retreats and Gap Seasons for Young Adults

uRban Rooster



4 GAP SEASONS

SEASON 1  15  MARCH –  9  MAY 2021
SEASON 2  24  MAY –  18  JULY 2021
SEASON 3  26 JULY –  19  SEPTEMBER 2021
SEASON 4  27  SEPTEMBER –  21  NOVEMBER 2021
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AGES 15-23

CHASING GIANTS

Breakaway PODS 
 available to fill the spaces between the GAPS

(enquire on application)



uRban Rooster is an adventure-based
initiative created for young adults

looking for an authentic and
EXTRAORDINARY GAP experience.

 
With a selection of 4 GAP SEASONS to
choose from, uRban Rooster elevates
the open gaps in your life into skilful
living opportunities and big picture

windows.
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With over 30 years of experience in eco-tourism, conservation and

teaching environments, specializing in Dangerous Game and Natural

Sciences, Johann Lombard has come to know the beautiful yet raw

reality of life. 

As a naturalist, Johann holds firm the values and principles of

stepping softly on the earth. Crawling along remote beaches,

climbing big giants, surfing green rooms and surviving on water lilies

has taught Johann to stay humble and respectful of the world he calls

home.

Regenerative experiences are where he finds stillness and meaning.

His wish is to unceasingly showcase and share this respect with those

he is fortunate enough to encounter along his journey. Johann

remains a student of wild open spaces at heart.

JOHANN LOMBARD
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REGENERATIVE experiences
Open space for REDISCOVERY
Time for REFLECTION
Ample moments for RECALIBRATION and 
A platform from which to RESPOND

As an adventure enthusiast myself (aka uRban Rooster)
with an absolute love and respect for nature and the
wild outdoors, my intention is to curate opportunities
for you to look out of the box and live BIGLY. This is my
PHILOSOPHY and commitment to you. 

I guarantee: 
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MISSION
Provide neutral and safe adventure-filled, explorative

environments and opportunities for young adults to
experience the wonders and inspirational value of wild

open spaces.

VISION
To responsibly create bespoke and meaningful

encounters for young adults to challenge their personal
boundaries, expand their passions and show up and live
fully from a place of optimal reverence for the Earth on

which they tread.
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SAYS YES TO:

uRban Rooster

respect for self, other and the environment

wholesome, experiential learning

mindful awareness and practice

unburdening of peer pressure
individual and collective enquiry

spontaneous and authentic engagement
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trust in the
leadership of Self
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personal development

TAKING TIME TO
INTEGRATE YOUR
EXPERIENCES

showing up and doing it better each time

setting goals and smashing them

sufficient resthealthy challenges
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optimal performance and endurance

emotional and social intelligence 
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engaging responsibly with nature and wild open spaces

SHIFTING PERSPECTIVE
cohesion and collaboration

unchartered conversation
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 THIS IS HOW TO BUILD YOUR GAP
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LET'S GO

1.Choose a 7 or 14 day Adventure reTreat (optional)
2.Choose from 4 GAP Seasons or choose them  ALL

3.Combine the GAP Seasons with a GAP Breakaway Pod
                     OR

4.Take time out during the GAP between the GAP Seasons
to go home for a few days - watch a movie, walk your dog,
sleep late, buy a new pair of sunglasses  AND  then return

for the next experience of a lifetime.



WAKE UP TO 2021
WITH INTENTION

optional 
Adventure reTREATS
Isimangaliso Wetland Park
AGES 15 - 23  

reTREAT DATES 
5-12 JAN 2021 
12-19 JAN 2021 
19-26 JAN 2021  
26 JAN-2 FEB 2021 
2-9 FEB 2021 
9-16 FEB 2021
16-23 FEB 2021
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Please contact us for details and reservations 
info@urbanrooster.co.za



Season Giant - Mountains
Southern Drakensberg Mountains.

Season 1 begins with a week of orientation, First Aid training and simulation.
Cycle out from base camp to the Drakensberg mountains where participants will camp for 6

nights. Hike and cycle whilst embracing wondrous views.
The group will be accompanied by professional sportsman, optimum

performance coach and doctor of Chiropractic, Dr Andre Barnard who will
lead and mentor participants on personal endurance and self-development components.

This Season includes time for rest and recalibration back at base camp;
a cookery course with an acclaimed chef and various adventure activities

(archery, fly fishing, canoeing, walking, hiking, supping). As part
of continued community development, participants will facilitate a

leadership-based initiative for a local school. This exercise promises to be filled with much fun,
laughter and

experiential learning. No season is complete without a swim in the ocean. Enjoy 4 nights on the
south coast of KZN

with one of South Africa’s most accomplished waterman, pro-surfer, free diver,
breath hold specialist and yoga teacher John McCarthy learning how to

responsibly navigate the ocean. Sleep out understars at base camp and be treated to a
spectacular farewell dinner.

GAP SEASON 1 15 March - 09 May 2021 uR
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GAP SEASON 2
Season Giant - Mountains meet Ocean

Transkei Wild Coast
 Season 2 begins with a week of orientation and First Aid training and simulation.  

Head out to the rugged but magnificent Wild Coast for 6 nights, where accomplished waterman,
 will guide and mentor participants through a 3-tierd water safety and

orientation programme focusing on the expansion of resilience, courage and
tenacity. Participants can also learn to surf and snorkel. Trekking along this

coastline is an exhilarating experience fit for the brave! 
This Season allows time for rest and recalibration back at base camp; a cookery

course with an acclaimed chef and various adventure activities (archery, fly fishing, canoeing, walking, hiking, supping). As
part of continued community development, participants will facilitate a leadership-based initiative for a nearby local

school. This component of the Season promises to be filled with much fun, laughter and experiential learning. 
This Season also includes a 5 night Drakensberg cycle challenge to expand on self-exploration

and development.  
Sleep out under stars at base camp and be treated to a spectacular farewell dinner.

24 May - 18 July 2021



   Season Giant - Wilderness 
Manyoni Private Game Reserve, KZN

 Tread gently on the earth as you trail along ancient bush paths in the Manyoni Game Reserve.
Accompanied by wilderness extraordinaire, Johann Lombard, participants will learn the art of

survival as they navigate their path with the sun and the stars for 6 nights.
Unchartered conversations about regenerative conservation and planetary health

will no doubt afford participants the opportunity to deeply explore their part
in the wellbeing of themselves and the Earth. 

This Season allows time for rest and recalibration back at base camp; a cookery
course with an acclaimed chef and various adventure activities (archery, fly fishing, canoeing, walking, hiking, supping). As part

of continued community development, participants will facilitate a
leadership-based initiative for a local school.

This component of the Season promises to be filled with much fun, laughter and experiential learning. 
This Season also includes a 5 night Drakensberg cycle challenge to expand on self-exploration

and development. 
Sleep out under stars at base camp and be treated to a spectacular farewell dinner.        
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GAP SEASON 3 26 July - 19 Sept 2021
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GAP SEASON 4
 The grand finale of the year - Season 4 is the Season of the Big Blue and the Giant White Sand Dunes.

Enjoy 4 nights on the South Coast of KZN with one of South Africa’s most
accomplished waterman, pro-surfer, free diver, breath hold specialist and yoga

teacher learning how to responsibly navigate the ocean.
The underwater world awaits. Fly to Cape Town for 10 days to explore the hidden world of the Big Blue

 and the enormity of the Giant Sand Dunes that guard this precious eco-system. Spend time whale watching, 
learning about and observing the expansive world of marine life. During this time,
participants will enjoy some time within the surrounds of Cape Town inspecting

the formidable kelp forests. Probing into that which is beneath the ocean will
allow for introspection and exploration on the necessity of cohesion and

collaboration. Let the wisdom of wide open space elucidate the value of shifting perspective. 
 This Season allows time for rest and recalibration back at base camp; a cookery

course with an acclaimed chef and various adventure activities (archery, fly fishing, canoeing, walking, hiking, supping). 
As part of continued community development, participants will facilitate a

leadership-based initiative for a local school.
This component of the Season promises to be filled with much fun, laughter and experiential learning. 

 This Season also includes a 3-5 night Drakensberg cycle challenge to expand on self-exploration and development. 
 Sleep out under stars at base camp and be treated to a spectacular farewell dinner.

Season Giant - White Sand Dunes and Whales 
Southern Cape

27 Sept - 21
Nov 2021



FACEBOOK INSTAGRAM

Follow Us

CONTACT US
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enriching lives with open spaces
JOHANN LOMBARD

Earth Scene cc trading as uRban Rooster Ck 2001/068481/23 

email:  info@urbanrooster.co.za
phone: +27 82 561 7122 / +27 82 780 6794
website: urbanrooster.co.za


